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KITCHEN + BATH / HOUSTON

“Kitchens and baths need
to not only live well, but
function properly for the
way the owner uses them.”

DJ PALMORE:
A BUILDER’S
POINT OF VIEW
List three materials/products your clients love
for the kitchen and bath. Natural materials,
high-end appliances and durable surfaces
A spa lover, parents of young children or an
on-the-go relaxaphobe—what’s the one thing
they all need in their bathroom? A soaking tub
A gourmet chef, an entertainer or a takeout
lover—what’s the one thing they all need in
their kitchen? A great refrigerator
Which shades are trending now? Neutrals
Share three easy ways to refresh a kitchen
and/or bath design? New cabinet doors,
paint and hardware
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davidjames_custombuilder

When walking into a David James Custom Builder home, there’s one signature design giveaway:
The unique juxtaposition of contemporary and rustic forms and finishes blended in a forwardthinking way. This approach also applies to kitchens and baths which, president DJ Palmore says,
are integral to every new build. “Clients want these spaces combined into larger open floor plans
for ease of living,” he says. “Whether for family time or entertaining, kitchens live well when not
segregated.” With a focus on quality, craftsmanship and only the highest-quality materials, Palmore
and his team ensure every client, vendor and subcontractor feels like they are part of the team,
and it shows in the results. “Our mission is to build luxury, custom homes that we know will bring
years of enjoyment, value and pride of ownership,” he says.
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1. & 2. In this master bathroom, a custom mirror
by David James Custom Builder, lighting by Circa,
plumbing and hardware by Acero Bella, tile by
Ann Sacks, furnishings by TC Interiors and art
by Dimmitt Contemporary Art come together
to create a modern, yet warm sanctuary of style.
All photography by Kerry Kirk
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